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Businesses are moving from a product-focused to a customer-focused strategy, as this creates the most value 
for the company and its shareholders. As a result, numerous loyalty programs exist, but their rewards lack 
liquidity and value beyond a single brand. 

While many programs are launched daily by various companies, they are often identical, inefficient, and difficult 
to manage, causing annoyance for customers. 

Earning points is great, but redeeming them can be challenging, as cash redemption is not always an option. 
Additionally, managing multiple loyalty cards and making sure they don’t expire is inconvenient, and companies 
can cancel the program at any time with no guarantee. It would also be beneficial to earn loyalty points with 
financial services. These are the issues that we set out to solve in 2017 through our pioneering blockchain-
based loyalty program, ArdCoin. 

ArdCoin (ARDX) - is an innovative blockchain-based loyalty program that has been integrated into a mobile 
super wallet Ard App which is backed by an existing financial and technological infrastructure. This ecosystem 
consists of banking services, insurance provider, stock brokerage, investment banking, pension fund, 
e-commerce, lottery and blockchain services that are expanding continuously.

Ard App offers e-commerce on top of financial services and is supported by a nationwide network of postal 
branches. Ard Financial Group (Ard Holdings) is the second largest investor in Mongol Post alongside the 
Mongolian Government.

ArdCoin started as a blockchain-based loyalty program for all existing and future services offered by Ard 
Financial Group and its subsidiaries. The loyalty program has expanded beyond its original ecosystem and 
now serves as a solution for third-party companies such as Tomyo and SCOPA, among others.

The original ArdCoin is a ERC20 based smart contract issued by Ard Bit LLC in January, 2018. Ard Bit is a 100 
percent subsidiary of CryptoNation, which is listed on the Mongolian Stock Exchange (CNF). ArdCoin can be 
found on etherscan.io under the ticker ARDX, and is listed on its native idax.exchange as well as Bittrex, STEX, 
Trade, Coinhub, Complex and Corex exchanges. 

All and any proceeds from the sale of ArdCoins by Ard Bit to merchant companies are intended to be directed 
towards the provision of reserves and liquidity for ArdCoins. These reserves will be managed by Ard Holdings.

Ard Holdings is a full-scale financial services company based in Mongolia and listed on the Mongolian Stock 
Exchange. Over the past years, its major investments, including Ard Credit NBFI (MSE: ADB), Ard Insurance 
(MSE: AIC), Mongol Post (MSE: MNP), CryptoNation (MSE: CNF), and TengerLeague Media Group (MSE: 
TNGR) have all been publicly listed on the Mongolian Stock Exchange. Additionally, Ard Holdings has 
established two mutual funds, the National Privatization Fund (MSE: XOC) and Investor Nation Fund (MSE: 
XOY). In 2021 it invested in Mongolia’s first private securities exchange Ulaanbaatar Exchange (UBX) and 
along with TengerLeagueMedia Group and its subsidiaries including Tenger TV, Unread and Ori Media.

Our mission is to become a leading financial services group in the country by fully digitizing our services and 
delivering them using Mongol Post’s network. Moreover, we are working to invest in Central Asian and Southeast 
Asian banking and financial institutions to replicate and scale our business model in line with our vision to 
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become a leading fintech holding company in the region. As of this writing, ArdCoin offers a unique investment 
opportunity in the blockchain space – it is a token backed by a well-run, publicly listed and regulated financial 
services conglomerate operating in a crypto-neutral environment. Moreover, ArdCoin is partnered with BNB 
Chain to further improve its efficiency and security.

Mongolia is strategically located between Russia and China and is called the oasis of democracy in the region. 
Moreover, it is the vision of the founder of Ard Holdings and the Chairman and CEO of Ard Bit, Ganhuyag, 
commonly known as Gan, to transform Mongolia into a new financial center. He coined the term Wolf Economy 
of Asia in 2007, referring to the new development model for Mongolia which he envisioned.

By providing a safe and compliant gateway between fiat and cryptocurrencies via Ard Holdings’ unique 
ecosystem, ArdCoin resolves a central problem facing the industry over the course of the past decade.

This is not a standard utility token offering: this token is issued by a special purpose vehicle, Mongolia-domiciled 
Ard Bit LLC, which is backed by the one the most successful Mongolian financial conglomerates. 

It’s not a brilliant idea that investors in ArdCoin are buying into; rather, they are entering into a top-level 
organization, a well-run machine designed and managed by seasoned professionals in banking, capital 
markets and ICT/fintech with a proven track-record of excellent delivery.
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The main problem facing crypto investors today remains the conversion of their crypto holdings into traditional 
or fiat currencies or other assets while facing a banking system that appears hostile and unfriendly towards the 
nascent crypto industry.

Ard Holdings is determined to respond to this problem by offering an exchange platform and a digital wallet, a 
licensed digital currency Ard Cash and issuance of credit cards which are integrated with our existing KYC and 
AML compliant banking systems.

Ard App is a super wallet by all measures: it was designed to be an all-in-one solution for everyone. Ard 
App enables AI-based self-enrollment and credit-scoring, online banking, stock trading, foreign currency 
transactions, cryptocurrency and digital assets trading, online access to insurance and pension products 
topped with a seamless e-shopping experience. It is connected to the interbank clearing via Most Money 
PSP and the Central Bank’s Automated Clearing House. It is a unique product that, thus far, has no parallels 
elsewhere. 

Consecutive governments have announced plans to move away from a heavy dependence on natural resources 
and diversify the economy. The Mongolian government has stated its openness to blockchain technology, 
ratifying the law of Virtual Asset Service Provider in 2021. Despite seemingly volatile politics and unfavorable 
geographic location, the country has managed to stay the course in terms of sticking to democratic values 
and market economy principles, despite or because of being geographically squeezed between the World’s 
two major antagonists - China and Russia. The Tugrik or MNT, Mongolia’s currency, is freely convertible and 
the country does not have capital controls, in sharp contrast with its large southern neighbor and, unlike its 
northern neighbor, is under no international sanctions. China is by far Mongolia’s largest trading partner, with 
Russia supplying most of its oil and energy needs.

The management of Ard Holdings has a solid track record in conventional banking, having founded one of 
the most successful banking groups in the nation. In the past several years, the company became pioneers 
in blockchain and crypto space with the CryptoNation Inaugural Forum in 2018, angel investing in startups, 
the founding of the Blockchain Academy and Blockchain Association, launching of the country’s first crypto 
fund and investing our resources in various initiatives and projects. Extensive lobbying with the government 
and public advocacy produced visible results, such as the establishment of a parliamentary working group on 
the nation’s digital transformation and overwhelming public support for blockchain-related technologies. In 
2021, Mongolia’s government approved its sovereign bonds to be traded on a blockchain-based platform. In 
December 2020, Crypto Nation became listed on the Mongolian Stock Exchange through a reverse acquisition. 
Crypto Nation is the only publicly listed company in Mongolia that is solely dedicated to the blockchain industry 
to date. Through the first quarter of 2023 Crypto Nation will become the holding company of all blockchain 
related subsidiaries of Ard Financial Group, including issuer of ArdCoin Ard Bit LLC, blockchain development 
company Diverse Solutions, first Mongolian Tugrik pegged stablecoin MONT issuer Mongol DeFi, NFT platform 
Ard.Art, metaverse platform Metaland and idax exchange.

Privatization of state-owned enterprises has been ongoing since 1991, albeit sporadically, and is a major 
opportunity for investors in emerging or so-called frontier economies. The next phase of privatizations, which 
was announced at the Mongolia Economic Forum 2018, includes partial privatization of the Mongolian Stock 
Exchange (MSE), State Bank and Mongol Post through a public auction on the MSE that is of particular interest to Ard 
Holdings, which already owns over 90 percent of the free-float of Mongol Post. As of the end of 2022, the Mongolian 
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Stock Exchange has finalized the decision to go public and in this initial public offering (IPO), the Ulaanbaatar 
Securities Exchange and the two mutual funds under the Ard Financial Group participated as an investor and 
holding a certain percentage of shares. Under the recommendation of the IMF, a bill has been enacted by the 
Mongolian Parliament on January 29, 2021, amending the Banking Law of Mongolia. According to the bill, the 
so-called “systemic” commercial banks in Mongolia will need to become publicly-traded companies and, thus, 
conduct an IPO.

Ard App is the country’s first universal digital wallet, which integrates traditional financial services, such as 
payments, loans and savings with crypto. Ard App provides access to an extensive platform created by Ard 
Financial Group that includes insurance and pension products, banking services, FX and stock trading, and 
day-to-day online shopping. Ard Financial Group’s digital banking solution is complemented by Mongol Post’s 
nationwide branch network. Ard Financial Group owns over 25 percent of Mongol Post (MSE:MNP), in which 
the government has a controlling 66 percent stake. Ard Credit (MSE:ADB), and Ard Insurance (MSE:AIC) were 
IPO’d in 2018 and 2019, respectively, and Ard Financial Group became a publicly traded company (MSE:AARD) 
through a reverse acquisition of a traded vehicle in August of 2019. On October 5th, 2020, Mongolia’s first 
closed-end mutual fund, the National Privatization Fund (MSE: XOC), and in 2022 the Investor Nation Fund 
(MSE:XOY), Mongolia’s first open-ended mutual fund marked its listing on the Mongolian Stock Exchange by 
ringing the opening bell.

Ard Financial Group is a diversified financial services holding company with the overarching goal of increasing 
its shareholders’ equity through investing in and developing leading financial services and technology 
companies. Our investment portfolio consists of companies such as Ard Insurance, Ard Credit, Ard Securities, 
Ard Life, Ard Pension Fund, Ard Assets, Ard Management, Ard Bit, TenGer Systems, ardshop.mn, Mongol Post, 
Ard Ventures,  Ard Leasing, Ard Properties, TenGerLeague Media Group, Mongol TV, TenGer TV, Ori Media, 
Unread, Diverse Solutions and Mongol DeFi. Ard App, Ard Fintech, ArdCoin, Ard Cash, MONT Stablecoin, 
Crypto Nation Fund and Ard Digital Bazaar are proprietary digital products based on artificial intelligence and 
blockchain technology. 

Ard Financial Group has partnered with GrapeCity Mongolia and MOST Fintech to implement digital 
transformation and technological innovation in its operations. The group has started using GrapeCity’s Polaris 
banking system, which meets international standards. GrapeCity Mongolia is the primary provider of core 
banking systems for most banks and non-banking financial institutions in Mongolia, and MOST Fintech is 
Mongolia’s first fintech company and holds the distinction of being the only company licensed as a mobile 
banking processor by the Bank of Mongolia.

To this date, Ard Financial Group and its subsidiaries have 45 special licenses from various government bodies 
and agencies. Including ArdCash digital currency license in 2020, Ard Credit card license in 2022 from Bank 
of Mongolia. Digital Assets Exchange (DAX.mn) merged with its sister exchange international version idax in 
September of 2022 and received its special license from Financial Regulatory Commission becoming the first 
fully regulated VASP in the country.

In 2022, Ard Financial Group acquired the rights to organize The Hu bands concert in metaverse and invested 
into Metaland metaverse project. The concert is expected to be held in late of March, 2023.



Current State of the Crypto Market

Questionable underlying asset value and economics

Not backed by existing financial infrastructure

Limited real-world use case

Difficult access to fiat

Vague appreciation of compliance and regulation

Fraudulent schemes



ArdCoin

A total of 5.158 billion ArdCoins were issued by Ard Bit LLC on ERC-20 smart contract platform in January 
2019. Upon its launch it was listed on trade.mn and integrated into Ard App.

Ten percent of total ArdCoins are to be given to the Board, team, developers and 10 percent will be allocated 
to advisors and marketing. Another 20 percent was disturbed as a dividend out to Ard Financial Group’s 
shareholders in April 2019. 20 percent will be reserved by Ard Bit and sold to Ard Financial Group subsidiaries 
for their marketing and promotion purposes as customer loyalty points. The remaining 40 percent will be put 
into strategic reserve by Ard Bit. Tokens will be allocated over time under the scrutiny of the Board. Reporting 
will be timely and objective with the rigorous review of this performance based bonus to team-members.

We revised our earlier proposition to double the amount of ArdCoins in circulation before 2022.

Since its establishment, ArdCoin has successfully navigated through two crypto winters in 2018 and 2022.

Diverse Solutions is the main development team of ArdCoin. In 2023, through agreement with BNB Chain 
ArdCoin will be upgraded to BEP-20 by Diverse Solutions.

Total burnt amount:  458,308,000
Current total supply: 4,700,000,000

ArdCoin (ARDX) Pairs (on idax.exchange)

Token pairs
BTC/ARDX
ETH/ARDX
ETH/ARDX
SPC/ARDX
IHC/ARDX

URGX/ARDX
ARDM/ARDX
ZESC/ARDX
DAXT/ARDX

IDO - Forward deals
A90A/ARDX
A40B/ARDX
A60C/ARDX

Security token
ARDT/ARDX
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Token Distribution as of February 2023

Corporate Clients 1,319,647,322 28.1%

Retail Clients 1,223,348,324 26.0%

Exchanges 822,377,810 17.5%

Reserve 1,031,397,567 21.9%

HODL 303,228,977 6.5%

Total 4,700,000,000.00
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Introduction to Ard

Ard Financial Group was founded by the initiative of the management of XacBank as an Employee Investment 
Trust, or EIT, in September 2005, creating a foundation for Mongolia’s first institutional investment entity. It was 
made possible by the United Nations Development Program and Mercy Corps, a US-based NGO, making a 
donation of MNT600 million to the investment fund of XacBank employees in 2001. At the time of writing of 
this whitepaper, Ard Financial Group owns over 40 different companies and has grown to MNT250 billion in 
assets with around 60,000 shareholders.

Under the new strategy adopted by the Group, rebranding into Ard Financial Group was initiated in 2013 and 
the focus was placed on the development of Ard Credit, Ard Insurance, Ard Securities, Ard Life and Ard Assets. 
By 2019, Ard Insurance and Ard Credit had been IPO’d on the Mongolian Stock Exchange and Ard Financial 
Group became a public company through a RTO.

In 2016, we successfully participated in the privatization of Mongol Post, a 100-year-old state monopoly, and 
became its principal shareholder with over 90 percent of its free float. In 2017, we added Ard Management, 
an investment fund management company, and ArdBit, which was initially designed to enable cryptocurrency 
trading, to our investment portfolio. In 2018, TenGer Systems was overhauled to focus on blockchain technol-
ogy on top of its role as the ICT support and systems integrator for the Group. Based on our belief that people 
should benefit from the wealth they help produce, and sensing their general desire to become owners of their 
banks, we decided to offer Ard Financial Group’ shares to the public. As a result, Ard Financial Group converted 
into a closed joint stock company in 2015. By the end of 2017, Investor Nation JSC reversed into Jinst-Uvs 
(MSE: JIV), a publicly listed company, and started trading on the MSE. This served as a launchpad for Ard Fi-
nancial Group’ eventual public listing in 2019. Ard Credit, a flagship subsidiary of Ard Financial Group received 
a digital currency license from the Central Bank of Mongolia in 2020.

Ard Financial Group ventured into the blockchain space by piloting bitcoin trading in Mongolia in 2017 and set-
ting up Blockchain Academy. We organized the highly successful Investor Nation and CryptoNation Forums. 
Ard Financial Group launched the nation’s first crypto fund under the name CryptoNation in 2017 and became 
the first institutional investor in crypto assets in Mongolia. Mongolia’s parliament decided to modernize and 
implement the digital transformation of Mongol Post with the aim of enabling the government to provide one-
stop public services through the Post. This move reinforces our belief that Mongol Post will play a key role in our 
ambitious play to become a leading financial services provider in Mongolia.

In the past several years, the company became pioneers in blockchain and crypto space with the CryptoNation 
Inaugural Forum in 2018, launching the country’s first crypto fund Crypto Nation. In December 2020, Crypto 
Nation became listed on the Mongolian Stock Exchange through a reverse acquisition and changed its ticker 
symbol to “MSE: CNF” in 2022. Crypto Nation is the only publicly listed company in Mongolia that is solely 
dedicated to the blockchain industry to date. Through the first quarter of 2023 Crypto Nation will become the 
holding company of all blockchain related subsidiaries of Ard Financial Group, including issuer of ArdCoin Ard 
Bit LLC, blockchain development company Diverse Solutions, first Mongolian Tugrik pegged stablecoin MONT 
issuer Mongol DeFi, NFT platform Ard.Art, metaverse platform Metaland and idax exchange changing its oper-
ation into more blockchain venture capital company.
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ArdCoin was launched as a loyalty bonus program for our customers in December 2018, and was introduced to the 
public in the second quarter of 2019. It is used to promote new and repeat business with Ard Financial Group and en-
courages people to refer their friends to us. ArdCoin can be found on etherscan.io as ARDX or ArdCoin. It started trading 
on trade.mn in April of 2019. In another interesting development, the Parliament of Mongolia ratified the Law of Virtual 
Assets Service Providers in December, 2021. Since then, ArdCoin native exchange idax became the one of the first 
exchanges to get license from Financial Regulatory Committee of Mongolia.
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Ard Financial Group Structure

Clusters

Ard Credit NBFI JSC

Ard Assets LLC

Ard Leasing LLC

Ard Properties LLC

Banking Cluster

Ard Insurance JSC

Ard Pension Fund LLC

Ard Life LLC

Insurance Cluster

Ard Securities LLC

Ard Management LLC

Investor Nation Fund

National Privatization Fund

Investment banking
Cluster

Crypto Nation JSC Infrastructure Platform Technology Media Group

idax LLC

Ard Bit LLC

Mongol DeFi LLC

Metaforce LLC

MPERS LLC

Diverse Solutions LLC

Mongol Post JSC

UBX

Ard Academy LLC

MOST Fintech LLC

Ard Shop LLC

Good Platform

Grapecity Mongol 
LLC

TenGerLeague Media 
Group

Tenger TV

Mongol TV

Ori Media & Studios

Support Function

TenGer Systems LLC

Ard Support LLC

Akela Securities LLC

Ard Ventures 
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Ecosystem

Exchanges

Registered
platforms

DeFi

IT
Merchant
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Merchant

Media

Platform

Finance
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Ard App

Digital Bank

Insurance SavingsLoan

Credit score

Money remittancePayment Cash-in-out

Self-Enrollment

Exchange

Crypto Stock market CommodityCurrency

ArdCash

Credit card
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Loyalty

Coin RedemptionDiscount Priority
access

Brands

Flash sales Logistics Addresses

GroceryMarket

e-Commerce

Onchain
transfer

Investment

Portfolio 
management

Market researchTrading Pension fund
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Call center Devices Agent

Mongol Post branches Messenger API

Channel

3rd party

Open banking Invisible paymentAPI Merchants
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Marketing Sales Customer care

Front office

Integration Loyalty Core banking

Payments Database

Back office
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Timeline

2005

Established EIT, a pre-
decessor of Ard

2013

Ard rebranding. Acquisition 
of various financial 
institutions

2016

Investor Nation, Mongol 
Post privatization

2017

АrdCoin Project. Core 
banking system integration

XAPO partnership

Established Crypto Nation 
Fund

First credit card

2018

Issued ERC-20 token. 

IPO on the stock exchange

Digital banking app

ArdCoin on-chain integration

2019

Loyalty, Integration

Exchange listing

Listed on STEX and CoinMarketCap

ARDX
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2020

Number of ARDX Holders 
reached 200k

Launched its native Digital 
Assets Exchange (dax.mn)

2021

Number of ARDX Holders 
reached 700k

Listed on Bittrex Global 

ArdCoin listed on Uniswap, the 
leading decentralized exchange

ArdCash digital currency license

ARDT security token IDO

Launched MONT, first MNT 
pegged stablecoin

DAXT token IDO

ArdCoin listed on the idax 
exchange

2022

Launched ArdMoney DeFi

Native exchange DAX.mn re-
branded into idax.exchange

ArdCoin forward deal A90A

Launched RDX Promotional 
system

Burnt 258.3 million ArdCoin

Launched Ard.Art NFT platform

Launched Metaland metaverse 
platform

ArdCoin forward deal A40B

2023

Burnt 200 million ArdCoins

Launch of credit card     

ArdCoin forward deal A60C

The Hu in the metaverse 
concert organizer

ArdCoin v3.0
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Community

58k
shareholders

1.1m
Ard App users

544k
ArdCoin holders

304k
insurance policyholders

143k
pension account holders

143k
brokerage accounts 

54k
borrowers

31k
Ard Kids users
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Security

ArdCoin smart contract security is maintained through regular audits and implementation of industry-standard 
security measures to ensure the integrity and safe storage of funds:

Adherence to the ERC-20 standard: The ERC-20 standard is a widely-used and well-established standard 
in the Ethereum community, ensuring the compatibility and interoperability of the token with other Ethereum-
based systems.

Smart contract auditing: The smart contract code is thoroughly audited by professional security firm Certik 
to ensure it is secure and free from any potential vulnerabilities.

Security upgrades: As new security threats emerge, the smart contract code is upgraded to address these 
issues, ensuring the security of the token and its users.

Our technology partners and teams are certified to ISO:27001 standards and employ KYC/AML solutions 
that meet both local and international regulations, utilizing top-notch software solutions both internally and 
externally.
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Ard App

Wallet & Payment
• Inter-bank transaction
• Transaction via mobile number
• QR Payments
• ATM withdrawal without card

Loan & Savings
• Non-collateral and collateralized 

online loans
• SME online loan application
• Term deposit and trusts
• Demand deposit 
• Pension account

Insurance
• Travel insurance
• Car insurance
• Health insurance
• Claims

Investment
• MSE trading
• UBX trading
• Portfolio management
• Market research 

Other features
• E- commerce
• Blockchain based loyalty point
• Nationwide delivery
• Billing & Lifestyle
• ArdKids app integration
• 

Coming features for V5.0
• UX/UI improvement
• Text-to-Speech
• AI 
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Native exchange - idax

Main services

Trading options

ArdCoin’s native exchange, idax, is an officially registered Virtual Asset Service Provider (VASP) with the 
Financial Regulatory Commission of Mongolia.
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Tokenomics

The business proposition

Currently the management is contemplating to offer ArdCoin holders priority access to the share ownership of 
the regional banking conglomerate upon IPO on the major international exchange by Ard Holdings.

ArdCoin holders will be able to benefit from any appreciation of ArdCoins in the meantime.

ArdCoin will continue to be used as a loyalty program within the Ard Ecosystem and other companies’ loyalty 
programs guaranteeing minimum demand on the market. ArdCoins as loyalty points are budgeted for in all 
group companies going forward.

More ArdCoin loyalty
distribution

Merchants sale
increases Buyback and burning

Attracts more customers
who wants ArdCoin

ArdCoin price
increases

To increase circulation, we have launched the RDX program that can convert to ArdCoin under specific 
conditions.

The ArdCoin ecosystem companies buy back ArdCoin distributed as rewards from the market and market-
making to prevent excessive price fluctuations.

We burn the collected ArdCoins that were redeemed through merchants and obtained through IDOs and 
Forward deals.

To support long-term ArdCoin holders and increase demand, we offer HODL and Staking services on the Ard 
App and idax exchange, respectively.

Going forward

Ard Financial Group’s strategic acquisitions fit in-line with its stated mission of democratizing access to 
banking. We will be targeting privatizations by the government and controlling stakes in financial intermediaries 
in the region.

In the near future, we plan to make our ecosystem accessible to the general public, provide development tools 
for use, and expand our reach to central Asia. Additionally, we will target international customers through our 
native exchange idax.
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Sustainability

The ArdCoin token has a substantial user base of 544,000, with a gender split of 46% male and 54% female 
holders. The token demonstrates a commitment to sustainability by aligning with several of the United Nations’ 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), specifically SDG 2 (Zero Hunger), SDG 4 (Quality Education), SDG 5 
(Gender Equality), SDG 8 (Decent Work and Economic Growth), SDG 9 (Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure), 
and SDG 10 (Reduced Inequalities). The token also reflects a diverse demographic, with the largest age group 
being 21-30 at 30.8%, followed by 31-40 at 27.7%. 17.8% of the token holders are in the 0-20 age range, while 
the 51-60 age group holds 6.9% and the 60+ age group holds 3.2%.

Ard Financial Group has been promoting financial literacy, responsible and sustainable investing through its 
media channels including: Tenger TV, Krypto.mn, Unread.today and Ard Academy. The group has also published 
two volumes of introductory books on the Digital Gold blockchain. The chairman of Ard Bit LLC and CEO of 
Ard Financial Group, Mr. Ganhuyag, serves as the host of Mongolia’s franchise of The Apprentice NBC show.

46% 54%

Digital Gold 2.0 Apprentice Mongolia Season 2 Poster



Board of Trustees



Board of Trustees
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Ganhuyag Ch. Hutagt
Chairman, Ard Bit

CEO, Ard Financial Group

Founder of XacBank and TenGer Financial Group

Former Vice Minister of Finance

Founder of first NBFI in Mongolia

25+ years of experience in banking and capital markets

200M+ ArdCoin HODLER

Suhdorj Avir
Founder and Executive Chairman, Grapecity

Founder and CEO, Most Fintech

20+ years of experience in core banking system

10+ years of experience in payment gateway

20M+ ArdCoin HODLER

Ganzorig Chuluun
CEO, idax

Founder of Aravt Bit and Ard Credit

10+ years of experience in banking and finance

40M + ArdCoin HODLER
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Chadraabal Davaanyam
Chief Executive Officer, Crypto Nation Fund

Chief Operating Officer, idax

5+ years of experience in financial sector

5+ years of experience in cryptocurrency markets

20M+ ArdCoin HODLER

Zolboo Batbileg
Chief Financial Officer, Ard Financial Group

Extensive knowledge in financial analysis and portfolio management

10+ years of experience in investment banking

20M+ ArdCoin HODLER

Myagmarjav Ganzorig
Chief Executive Officer, Ard Bit

5+ years of experience in financial sector

5+ years of experience in cryptocurrency markets

20M+ ArdCoin HODLER
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Advisors

Arnaud Ventura
Founder/CEO,

BaoBab, MicroCred, PlanetFinance

Built multinational financial institution with over 1 million customers

15+ years of experience in microfinance and international development

2M+ ArdCoin HODLER

Michael Madden
Chairman/Founder,

Ronoc, Teneo Capital, XacBank, Renaissance Capital

Active involvement in the financial services business inemerging markets for 

20 years

Launched first retail financial services JV with IKEA - IKANO

Has inventive business intelligence and ability to engage with international 

partners and cross cultural teams
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Mikhail Zeldovich
Chairman at Cocoon Capital Partners, Green Leafe Capital

CEO Head of Business Development at Trafigura

20+ years of experience in investment, commodities trading and Board direc-

torship experience in the emerging markets.

Active involvement in the natural resources, logistics/transport, financial ser-

vices/fintech, cyber-security, and ag tech sectors.

Former International trade legal advisor and negotiator at the White House.

3M+ ArdCoin HODLER

Naranzun Badruugan
CEO

Leto Music Company

Non-staff Advisor to the Capital City Governor’s Culture

Social Entrepreneur

Gold Polar Star recipient

9M+ ArdCoin HODLER

Ilyas Sadvakassov
Founder, Pyrexchange Cryptocurrency Exchange

Founder, GoldenPyrex (GPYX)

Founder, CreativeReality LLP

10+ years of experience in IT

7+ years’ experience in Blockchain Technology

3M+ ArdCoin HODLER
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Investment Risk Factors

Risk of Market Trends: The ArdCoin may be significantly influenced by cryptocurrency market trends and 
may be severely depreciated, due to related events in the cryptocurrency markets.

Risk of Regulation/Legislation: Token Market may be or might be coming under global or local regulation/
legislation, that may limit the use of ArdCoin tokens as a method of payment, and/or limit, prevent and/or sanc-
tion the sale and resale of ArdCoin. ICO, STO and relevant technologies have been subject of scrutiny by var-
ious regulatory bodies, all over the world. The functioning of ArdCoin could be impacted by one or more regu-
latory inquiries or actions, including, but not limited to restrictions on the use or possession of security tokens, 
which could impede or limit the development of ArdCoin program.

Risk of High Volatility: Cryptocurrencies are extremely volatile and ArdCoin may suffer from such volatility.

Risk of Taxation: The ownership of ArdCoin tokens may fall under existing and/or new and unpredicted Tax-
ation Laws that will erode ArdCoin benefits.

High Risk Purchase: There is no guarantee that the ArdCoin you purchase will increase in value.

Risk of Insufficient Interest in the ArdCoin activity: It may be possible that the ArdCoin will not be used by 
a large number of businesses individuals and other organizations and that there will be a limited public interest 
in its creation and development.
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Disclaimer

Please read the following notice carefully. This disclaimer applies to all people who read this docu-
ment. The Whitepaper has been prepared solely in respect of the Ard Bit’s introduction of ArdCoin. 
The Whitepaper is being made publicly available for information purposes only.

All information and materials published, distributed or otherwise made available on this website are 
provided for informational purposes, for your non-commercial and personal use, only. The content 
of this document should not be considered as a financial advice in any circumstance.

You are responsible for your personal finances.

Although we attempt to bring accurate information, under no circumstances the Ard Bit’s owners, 
contributors, authors and partners can warrant the completeness or accuracy of the content found 
on our site, or its usefulness for any particular purpose. We also are unable to and don’t make any 
promises that our content or service will be delivered to you uninterruptedly, timely, secure, or er-
ror-free. All information and content provided on this whitepaper is to be used on an “as it is” basis.
We strongly encourage you to research all information provided on our website thoroughly, along 
with other advice out on the web and from other sources and weigh it to your particular circum-
stances to be applied accordingly. None of the information provided on this whitepaper is meant 
to be used in replacement of professional advice and users are encouraged to seek such advice 
before making any decision. It is solely up to the user to determine if advice is safe and suitable to 
their particular situation.

The tokens referred to this whitepaper have not been registered, approved, or disapproved by any 
security and exchange commission any states security commission or any other regulatory author-
ity nor any of the foregoing authorities examined or approved the characteristics or the economic 
realities of these token sale or the accuracy or adequacy of the information contained in this white 
paper, under the securities laws of any state or any other jurisdiction. Purchasers of the tokens 
referred to in this whitepaper should be aware that they bear any risk involved in the purchase of 
tokens, if any, for an indefinite period of time.
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